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We explore W-adaptedness, a variant of the usual notion of adaptedness found in
stochastic calculus. It is shown that the (non-adapted) quantum stochastic integrals
of bounded, W-adapted processes are themselves bounded and W-adapted, a fact
that may be deduced from the Bismut–Clark–Ocone formula of Malliavin calculus.
An algebra analogous to Attal’s class S of regular quantum semimartingales is
defined, and product and functional Itoˆ formulae are given. We consider quantum
stochastic differential equations with bounded, W-adapted coefficients that are time
dependent and act on the whole Fock space. Solutions to such equations may be
used to dilate quantum dynamical semigroups in a manner that generalises, and
gives new insight into, that of R. Alicki and M. Fannes (1987, Comm. Math. Phys.
108, 353–361); their unitarity condition is seen to be the usual condition of
R. L. Hudson and K. R. Parthasarathy (1984, Comm. Math. Phys 93, 301–323).
© 2001 Elsevier Science
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0. INTRODUCTION
In 1987 Alicki and Fannes [1] demonstrated a method of dilating
quantum dynamical semigroups using classical Brownian motion. They
solved the vector equation
ft=(1−A¯tV¯*) f0+F
t
0
KEs(fs) ds+F
t
0
V¯Es(fs) dB¯s
=11− Cd
k=1
AktV
g
k
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KEs(fs) ds+C
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k=1
F t
0
VkEs(fs) dB
k
s (1)
in the Hilbert space H é L2(W (d)), where B¯=(B1, ..., Bd) is a standard
d-dimensional Wiener process on W (d), E is the conditional expectation
with respect to the filtration generated by this process, A¯=(A1, ..., Ad) is
the d-tuple of bounded linear operators on L2(W (d)) such that
(Akt )
g: fW F t
0
Es(f) dB
k
s -f ¥ L2(W (d)),
V¯=(V1, ..., Vd) is a d-tuple of bounded operators on the initial Hilbert
space H, and the operator K ¥B(H) is such that
K+Kg=−V¯*V¯=− C
d
k=1
VgkVk. (2)
This leads to a unitary process which dilates the quantum dynamical
semigroup on B(H) with generator
L(X)=KgX+XK+V¯*XV¯=KgX+XK+C
d
k=1
VgkXVk. (3)
Vincent-Smith [15] noted that their technique sits naturally within (a
non-adapted extension of) Hudson and Parthasarathy’s quantum stochas-
tic calculus [10] and proved the following. The equation (1) is equivalent
(in one dimension) to the (non-adapted) quantum stochastic equation
W(t)=I−F t
0
V(s)g Es] dAs+F
t
0
V(s) Es]W(s) dA
†
s
+F t
0
K(s) Es]W(s) ds, (4)
using the Wiener–Itoˆ–Segal isomorphism between L2(W (1)) and H, Boson
Fock space over L2[0,.). If we take V and K to be adapted processes of
operators with essentially bounded norm, acting on H é H and satisfying
Eq. (2) almost everywhere, then there is a unique, unitary solutionW.
When Lindsay [12] developed the non-adapted QS calculus he observed
that it is directly applicable to the situation considered by Vincent-Smith,
and he coined the term W-adapted, pronounced ‘‘vacuum-adapted,’’ to
describe the class of integrands: they are the composition of adapted pro-
cesses (in the sense of Hudson and Parthasarathy) and the conditional
expectation process. Such processes have been investigated by Hudson
and Krée [9], who demonstrated the link between one-dimensional quan-
tum stochastic calculus with Hilbert–Schmidt, W-adapted processes and
two-dimensional classical Itoˆ calculus. Belavkin [5] has also considered
integrals of W-adapted processes in his generalised definition of non-adapted
QS integrals, which uses a scale of Fock spaces, and provides a quantum
Itoˆ formula for such integrals.
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In the first part of this paper we study bounded, W-adapted processes. It
is remarkable that the quantum stochastic integrals of such processes are
themselves bounded, and so may be composed. Furthermore they obey a
quantum product Itoˆ formula, which coincides with that of Belavkin [5]
and differs from that applicable to adapted processes. We let SW denote the
algebra formed by these integrals; it is analogous to the algebra of regular
quantum semimartingales studied by Attal [2]. We produce polynomial
and holomorphic-functional Itoˆ formulae for elements of SW, in the manner
of Vincent-Smith [16]. The fact that W-semimartingales (i.e., elements of
SW) have well-behaved norm allows us to solve the modification of the
evolution equation appropriate to W-adapted processes; in the usual
notation of quantum stochastic calculus this is
U(0)=I, (5a)
dU(t)=P(t) dLt+Q(t) dAt+R(t) U(t) dA
†
t+S(t) U(t) dt. (5b)
When the coefficients are bounded, W-adapted processes acting on the
whole Fock space, we demonstrate that this equation has a unique solu-
tion. Furthermore, the Hudson–Parthasarathy conditions on the coefficient
processes are necessary and sufficient for unitarity. The sufficiency here is
in strong contrast to the case of adapted processes (see [3, Sect. II.2.4]).
We show that (5a–b) generalises Eq. (4) above.
Many of the results and methods in this paper are related directly to
Malliavin’s stochastic calculus of variations; we hope to explore the links
between the two subjects in greater detail in future work.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 1 we introduce notation,
the class of W-adapted processes, and the appropriate quantum stochastic
integrals for our needs. Section 2 contains results on the class of quantum
semimartingales associated with W-adapted, bounded processes, including
product and functional quantum Itoˆ formulae. Quantum stochastic differ-
ential equations driven by such processes are investigated in Section 3
where we show why a modification of the usual evolution equation is
appropriate in the W-adapted case. Section 4 contains details for extending
our analysis beyond the one-dimensional case.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Basics. Let H=C+(h) denote Boson Fock space over h=L2[0,.), the
Hilbert space of square-integrable, complex-valued functions on the non-
negative real half-line; it may be convenient to think of H as the completion
of the collection of exponential vectors, E :=lin{e(u): u ¥ h}, with respect
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to the inner product Oe(u), e(v)PH :=exp(Ou, vPh). The vacuum vector W :=
e(0) is the exponential vector corresponding to the zero function in h. It is
well-known (e.g., [8]) that Boson Fock space has a continuous tensor-
product structure; for all t > 0 we have the decomposition H 5 Ht] é H[t,
where Ht]=C+(L2([0, t]) and H[t=C+(L2[t,.)) are the Boson Fock
spaces over L2[0, t] and L2[t,.), respectively. In terms of exponential
vectors the isomorphism is e(u)Y e(ut]) é e(u[t), where ut] :=u|[0, t] and
u[t :=u|[t,.), the restrictions of the function u to the appropriate intervals.
A bounded process F=(F(t): t \ 0) ıB(H) is an indexed collection of
bounded operators on H, such that [0,.) ¦ tW F(t) e(u) is strongly mea-
surable for all u ¥ h (equivalently, tW F(t) t is strongly measurable for all
t ¥ H, or tW Oe(u), F(t) e(v)P is measurable for all u, v ¥ h, by the mea-
surability theorem of Pettis [14, Corollary 1.11]). In this paper we will deal
only with bounded processes, and henceforth we omit the qualifying
adjective.
An important example is E=(Et]: t \ 0), the conditional expectation
process, where for all t \ 0 we define Et]e(u) :=e(ut]) and extend to a
bounded linear operator in the usual manner; Et] is the second quantisation
of the orthogonal projection L2[0,.)Q L2[0, t] ı L2[0,.); uW ut]. As
tW Oe(u), Et]e(v)P=exp 1F t
0
u¯(s) v(s) ds2
is continuous, the measurability requirement is satisfied. (Note that we
have linearity on the right for our inner products.)
We define sums, products and adjoints of processes in the obvious
manner: if F and G are processes then so are F+G, FG and Fg, where
(F+G)(t) :=F(t)+G(t), (FG)(t) :=F(t) G(t) and (Fg)(t) :=F(t)g.
This is easily verified using Pettis’ theorem (cf. [16, Lemma 3.3]).
W-Adaptedness. A process F is W-adapted (pronounced ‘‘vacuum-
adapted’’) if F(t)=Et]F(t) Et] for all t \ 0; a necessary and sufficient
condition is that
Oe(u), F(t) e(v)P=Oe(ut]), F(t) e(vt])P -u, v ¥ h, t \ 0. (6)
With regard to the continuous tensor-product decomposition of Boson
Fock space, a W-adapted process F is such that F(t)Y F(t)|Ht] é E0] for all
t \ 0, where E0] is the orthogonal projection onto the subspace of H[t
spanned by the vacuum vector (the vacuum subspace). (Here F(t)|Ht] means F(t)
restricted to act on Ht], which may be regarded as a subspace of H.) This
is in contrast to adaptedness in the sense of Hudson and Parthasarathy
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[10], where the bounded process F is adapted if F(t)YF(t)|Ht] é I, I being
the identity operator on H[t. In other words, a process is W-adapted if it
consists of operators ampliated by the projection onto the vacuum sub-
space (hence the name), as opposed to an HP-adapted process, where the
ampliation is by the identity.
If F is an adapted process in the sense of Hudson and Parthasarathy
then it is immediate that EF=FE is W-adapted (because Et] Y IHt] é E0]).
It is also simple to check that a process F is W-adapted if and only if
EF=F=FE. The collection of W-adapted processes is a f-algebra, closed
under pointwise weak-operator convergence, as may readily be verified.
Gradient operator. We define the gradient operator as a linear operator
on the exponential domain E by setting Ne(u) :=u( · ) e(u) ¥ L2([0,.); H).
(As is well known, N may be defined on a larger domain: its maximal
domain is D(`N ), that of the square root of the number operator [13,
Proposition 1.2.1].) We use the shorthand notation Nsh :=(Nh)(s) for h ¥ E
and s ¥ [0,.). For us, the fundamental fact about the gradient is the
following inequality.
Lemma 1.1. For any h ¥ E
F t
0
||Es] Nsh||2 ds=||Et]h||2−||E0]h||2 [ ||h||2 -t \ 0. (7)
Proof. Using the Wiener–Itoˆ–Segal isomorphism, students of the
Malliavin calculus will recognise the equality as a consequence of the
Bismut–Clark–Ocone representation formula [13, Proposition 1.3.5] (and
so it holds for all h ¥D(`N ); for a proof of this in Fock space, see [6]).
The equality may be proven directly by considering the Wiener–Itoˆ–Segal
isomorphism, the stochastic differential equation satisfied by
z(u)(t) :=exp 1F t
0
u(s) dB1(s)− 12 F
t
0
u(s)2 ds2 ,
where u ¥ h, and the classical product Itoˆ formula. Another proof of the
equality is due to Attal and Lindsay [4] who observed that it follows from
the >;-formula; they call the bounded operator D such that (Dh)(s)=
Es] Nsh the adapted gradient.
The inequality follows from the fact that Et] is an orthogonal projection.
L
Quantum stochastic integrals. For p ¥ [1,.] let
Lploc, W :={W-adapted processes F: tW ||F(t)|| ¥ L
p[0, T] -T \ 0};
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the measurability requirement on F ensures that tW ||F(t)|| is measurable.
(We will omit the subscript ‘‘W’’ if we do not require W-adaptedness.) Lploc, W
is a vector subspace of the collection of W-adapted processes, closed under
the adjoint, and we have the inclusions
Lploc, W ı L
q
loc, W and L
r
loc, WL
s
loc, W ı L tloc, W
if p, q, r, s, t ¥ [1,.] are such that p \ q and r−1+s−1=t−1, by Hölder’s
inequality. We define quantum stochastic integrals of these processes.
Theorem 1.1. Let a, b ¥ {0, 1} and define p=2(2−a−b)−1 ¥ {1, 2,.}.
There is a linear map Iab: L
p
loc, W Q L
.
loc, W such that
Oe(u), Iab(F)(t) e(v)P=F
t
0
Oe(u), F(s) e(v)P u¯(s)b v(s)a ds (8)
for all u, v ¥ h and t \ 0. Furthermore [Iab(F)]g=Iba (Fg) and, for all t \ 0,
||Iab(F)(t)|| [ ||F||p, t :=˛1F t0 ||F(s)||p ds21/p (1 [ p <.),
ess sup{||F(s)||: s ¥ [0, t]} (p=.).
(9)
Proof. The existence of Iab(F) is well known; in specific cases this is due
to Hudson and Krée [9, Sect. 3] and Vincent-Smith [15, Sect. 3], and in
general it follows from Belavkin [5, Sect. 2] and Lindsay [12, Sect. 2]. We
give a simple, direct proof: existence of Iab(F) and the claimed bound
follow from the fact that the sesquilinear form
E×E ¦ (h, f)W F t
0
ONbs h, F(s) N
a
s fP ds
is bounded, with bound ||F||p, t, and this comes from W-adaptedness,
Lemma 1.1 and the Cauchy–Schwarz–Buniakowski inequality. The other
claims are immediate from (8). L
Note that the inequality (9) shows that tW Iab(F)(t) is norm continuous
if a+b ] 2, a fact that is essential to our proof of Theorem 3.2.
Notation. Table I summarises the various forms of notation in use; we
shall use the notation of Hudson and Parthasarathy and our I notation
interchangeably; the latter is well suited to the multi-dimensional calculus
of Section 4.
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TABLE I
Comparison of Notation for QS Integrals
This article Lindsay Belavkin Hudson and Parthasarathy
I00(F) T(F) L
+
−(F) > F(s) ds
I10(F) A(F) L
0
−(F) > F(s) dAs
I01(F) A
†(F) L+0 (F) > F(s) dA†s
I11(F) L(F) L
0
0(F) > F(s) dLs
2. W-SEMIMARTINGALES
Given (P, Q, R, S) ¥ L.loc, W×L2loc, W×L2loc, W×L1loc, W we define the process
M ¥ L.loc, W by
M(t)=I11(P)(t)+I
1
0(Q)(t)+I
0
1(R)(t)+I
0
0(S)(t) (10)
and will use the shorthand notation
dM=P dL+Q dA+R dA†+S dt (11)
to denote this situation. We refer to such an object as a W-semimartingale
(the term ‘‘W-adapted, regular quantum semimartingale’’ would perhaps be
more correct, but we reject as it too cumbersome); if the drift coefficient, S,
is zero then we use the term W-martingale. In deference to [2] we denote
the aggregate of W-semimartingales by SW. It is clear that the usual
addition of processes makes SW a vector space, and withM as above
d(Mg)=Pg dL+Rg dA+Qg dA†+Sg dt, (12)
so SW is closed under the adjoint. The fact that SW is a f-algebra is given by
the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. LetM,MŒ ¥SW be W-semimartingales, with
dM=P dL+Q dA+R dA†+S dt
and
dMŒ=PŒ dL+QŒ dA+RŒ dA†+SŒ dt.
The processMMŒ is a W-semimartingale, with
d(MMŒ)=PPŒ dL+(MQŒ+QPŒ) dA+(RMŒ+PRŒ) dA†
+(MSŒ+SMŒ+QRŒ) dt. (13)
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Proof. This depends on the quantum Skorokhod isometry [12] (or equiv-
alently, the covariance relation for Skorokhod integrals [13, Eq. 1.48]) and
the fact that NsF(t) vanishes for s > t. A full proof can be found in [6]. L
Hudson and Krée [9, (4.4)] obtained Theorem 2.1 for the case of
Hilbert–Schmidt integrands with P=PŒ=S=SŒ=0.
In [5] Belavkin used the following notation: the W-semimartingale M
corresponds to an upper-triangular, 3×3 matrixM:
MYM :=rM Q S0 P R
0 0 M
s . (14)
He proved that the W-semimartingale Mg corresponds to the matrix MÅ,
where
MÅ :=rMg Rg Sg0 Pg Qg
0 0 Mg
s , (15)
and the process MMŒ corresponds to MMŒ, where this product is given by
the usual multiplication of matrices; see [5, Theorem 2].
The inequality (9) shows that elements of SW have locally bounded norm
(as is the case for regular quantum semimartingales). This fact, together
with Theorem 2.1 (which may be used to show that tWM(t) is strongly
continuous on E) gives strong continuity of tWM(t) on the whole of H.
The quantum stochastic integrals are still independent in the non-
adapted case. This is a key fact for the proof of necessity of conditions for
unitarity for solutions to quantum stochastic differential equations. The
following proposition can be proved in the manner of [11].
Proposition 2.1. A W-semimartingaleM of the form
dM=P dL+Q dA+R dA†+S dt (11)
is identically zero if and only if P, Q, R and S are zero almost everywhere.
The quantum product Itoˆ formula above allows us to obtain a polyno-
mial Itoˆ formula for W-semimartingales (cf. [16, Lemma 4.1]).
Lemma 2.1. Let M ¥SW have the form (11). For all n \ 1 the processMn
is a W-semimartingale, such that
d(Mn)=Pn dL+Qn dA+Rn dA†+Sn dt, (16)
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where
Pn=Pn; (17)
Qn= C
a+b=n−1
MaQPb; (18)
Rn= C
a+b=n−1
PaRMb; (19)
Sn= C
a+b=n−1
MaSMb+ C
a+b+c=n−2
MaQPbRMc. (20)
(The summation is over non-negative integers.)
Proof. This is a simple case ofmathematical induction, usingTheorem2.1.
L
The holomorphic functional calculus allows us to use contour integration
to define functions of bounded operators. We use this to provide the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. IfM is a W-semimartingale and f is a function analytic on
a domain containing the open disc D(0, R1) :={z ¥ C : |z| < R1}, where R1 >
R0 :=sup0 [ t [ y{||M(t)||, ||P(t)||} and y \ 0, then
fy(M) :=tW f(M(tNy))−f(0) I
is a W-semimartingale, with
dfy(M)=q[0, y](Pf(M) dL+Qf(M) dA+Rf(M) dA†+Sf(M) dt), (21)
where, letting rl(T)=(lI−T)−1 and suppressing the argument for clarity,
Pf(M)=G
c
f(l)(rl(P)−rl(0)) dl, (22)
Qf(M)=G
c
f(l) rl(M) Qrl(P) dl, (23)
Rf(M)=G
c
f(l) rl(P) Rrl(M) dl, (24)
Sf(M)=G
c
f(l) rl(M) Srl(M) dl
+G
c
f(l) rl(M) Qrl(P) Rrl(M) dl. (25)
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Here ?c := 12pi× the contour integral about c, a simple, closed contour that
describes the circle {z: |z|=R} in the positive sense, and R0 < R < R1.
Proof. We follow the proof of [16, Theorem 4.1], with appropriate
modifications. It is easy to verify that the coefficients given are W-adapted
and satisfy the requisite integrability conditions (e.g., both rl(M(t)) and
rl(P(t)) are bounded in norm by (R−R0)−1, uniformly in l ¥ c and
t ¥ [0, y]). Note that the representation holds if f is a polynomial, using
the uniform convergence of the power series for rl(M(t)) and rl(P(t)) on
c, where t ¥ [0, y]. For more general f we approximate uniformly by a
sequence of polynomials, e.g., the partial sums of the Taylor series for f
about 0. L
3. QUANTUM STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
We study the modified evolution equation
d(U−U0)=P dL+Q dA+RU dA†+SU dt, (26)
where the driving coefficients (P, Q, R, S) ¥ L.loc, W×L2loc, W×L2loc, W×L1loc, W
and the initial process U0 ¥ L.loc is such that U0−I is W-adapted. We show
that a solution always exists and is unique. If the initial process U0 — I and
the coefficients have the standard form for unitarity due to Hudson and
Parthasarathy [10, (7.10)], i.e.,
(P, Q, R, S)=(W−I, L, −WLg, iK− 12LL
g), (27)
where W is unitary and K is self-adjoint, then the solution is unitary. This
is in marked contrast to the behaviour of the evolution equation with
adapted coefficients; see [3, Sect. II.2.4]. All results in this section are
believed to be novel.
Motivation. Suppose U ¥ L.loc is such that U−I is W-adapted and is a
solution of (the adjoint to) the evolution equation considered by Hudson
and Parthasarathy [10, (7.2)], i.e.,
d(U−I)=P˘U dL+Q˘U dA+R˘U dA†+S˘U dt, (28)
where the driving coefficients (P˘, Q˘, R˘, S˘) ¥ L.loc, W×L2loc, W×L2loc, W×L1loc, W.
If U is a unitary solution then we find from (12), Theorem 2.1 and Propo-
sition 2.1 that these coefficients satisfy the following equations:
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0=P˘U+UgP˘g+P˘UUgP˘g
0=P˘U+UgP˘g+UgP˘gP˘U;
0=Q˘+R˘gUg+R˘gP˘;
0=S˘+S˘g+Q˘Q˘g.
From these we deduce that
(P˘, Q˘, R˘, S˘)=((W−I) Ug, N, −WUgNg, iK− 12NN
g),
where K is a self-adjoint process and W a unitary process, and if we write
L=NU we see that the evolution equation takes the form
d(U−I)=P dL+Q dA+RU dA†+SU dt,
where
(P, Q, R, S)=(W−I, L, −WLg, iK− 12LL
g). (27)
This, together with the work of Alicki and Fannes [1], is our motivation
for studying the modified evolution equation (26).
Results. Existence and uniqueness of solutions to the modified evolu-
tion equation are given by the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Given a quadruple (P, Q, R, S) ¥ L.loc, W×L2loc, W×L2loc, W×
L1loc, W and a process U0 ¥ L.loc such that U0−I is W-adapted, there exists a
unique process U ¥ L.loc such that U−U0 is W-adapted and
d(U−U0)=P dL+Q dA+RU dA†+SU dt. (26)
Proof. We use the standard method of iteration due to Picard, with
U (0)(t) :=U0(t)+F
t
0
P(s) dLs+Q(s) dAs, (29)
U (n)(t) :=U (0)(t)+F t
0
R(s) U (n−1)(s) dA†s+S(s) U
(n−1)(s) ds (30)
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for n \ 1; note that XY=X(Y−I)+X is W-adapted if X and Y−I are
W-adapted. The estimates (9) show that
||DU (n)||2., t [ 2 ||I01(R DU (n−1))||2., t+2 ||I00(S DU (n−1))||2., t
[ 2 F t
0
a(s) ||DU (n−1)||2., s ds
[
2n
n!
1F t
0
a(s) ds2n ||U (0)||2., t
for all n \ 1, where DU (n) is the W-adapted process given by U (n)−U (n−1)
and
a(s) :=2 ||S(s)|| F s
0
||S(r)|| dr+||R(s)||2.
Thus U(t)=limnQ. U (n)(t)=;.n=0 DU (n)(t) exists (where DU (0)=U(0)) and
may readily be shown to satisfy (26). Uniqueness may be verified in a
similar manner; if U and V both satisfy (26) andW=U−V then
||W||2., t [
2n
n!
1F t
0
a(s) ds2n ||W||2., t Q 0
as nQ.. L
When U0 — I the usual conditions are necessary and sufficient for the
unitarity of the solution.
Theorem 3.2. Let (P, Q, R, S) ¥ L.loc, W×L2loc, W×L2loc, W×L1loc, W. If U ¥
L.loc is the unique process such that U−I is W-adapted and
d(U−I)=P dL+Q dA+RU dA++SU dt,
then U is unitary if and only if
(P, Q, R, S)=(W−I, L, −WLg, iK− 12LL
g), (27)
where L ¥ L2loc, W, K ¥ L1loc, W is almost-everywhere self-adjoint and W ¥ L.loc is
such thatW−I is almost-everywhere unitary.
Proof. That these conditions are necessary for unitarity follows from the
independence of the integrals, Proposition 2.1, and the quantum product
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Itoˆ formula, Theorem 2.1, which shows also that the conditions are suffi-
cient for the solution to be isometric. To see that they are sufficient for
unitarity we consider the W-semimartingale Z :=I−UUg:
dZ=−ZLWg dA−WLgZ dA†+(i[K, Z]− 12{LL
g, Z}) dt
(where [x, y] :=xy−yx and {x, y} :=xy+yx). This shows that Z is a
norm-continuous, projection-valued map, such that Z(0)=0, and so U is
co-isometric, whence unitarity. L
The equation studied by Alicki and Fannes corresponds (in the form (4))
to the modified evolution equation (26) in the case P — 0. The conditions
for unitarity (27) are a generalisation of the Alicki–Fannes condition (2), to
which they reduce in the caseW — I.
4. MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PROCESSES
It is a simple matter to extend our one-dimensional theory to finite
dimensions. In this section we consider H=C+(L2([0,.); k)), Boson Fock
space over the Hilbert space L2([0,.); k) 5 L2[0,.) é k, where the
ambient space k is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with maximal ortho-
normal sequence (en)
N
n=1. The conditional expectation process E is defined
by (continuity and linear extension of) Et]e(u) :=e(u|[0, t]); a process F is
W-adapted if F(t)=Et]F(t) Et] for all t \ 0. The gradient operators Nn are
defined from E to L2([0,.); H) (or L.([0,.); H), for n=0) by
Nne(u)(s)=Nns e(u)=˛Oen, u( · )Pk e(u) (1 [ n [N),
e(u) (n=0),
(31)
and for a, b ¥ {0, 1, ..., N} the quantum stochastic integrals Iab( · ) are
defined by the completion of the bounded sesquilinear forms
Iab(F)(t): E×E ¦ (h, f)W F
t
0
ONbs h, F(s) N
a
sfP ds, (32)
where F ¥ L2(2−aŒ−bŒ)
−1
loc, W (and aŒ equals 0 or 1 as a is zero or non-zero,
respectively). To prove that these forms are bounded, first we define En=
(Ent]: t \ 0), conditional expectation in the direction en: Ent] is the second
quantisation of the orthogonal projection mnt] on L
2([0,.); k) that acts as
(mnt]u)(s)=C
j ] n
Oej, u(s)Pk ej+q[0, t](s)Oen, u(s)Pk en. (33)
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Note that EnE=E=EEn, and so EnF=F=FEn if F is W-adapted. This
observation and the following proposition give boundedness.
Proposition 4.1. For t \ 0, n ¥ {1, ..., N} and h ¥ E,
F t
0
||Ens] N
n
sh||
2 ds [ ||h||2. (34)
Proof. Note that
H 5 H0 é H1=C+(L2[0,.)) é C+(L2([0,.); {en} + ))
via the isometric isomorphism j that acts on exponential vectors as
e(u)Y e(Oen, u( · )Pk) é e(P +en u( · )).
Here P +en denotes the orthogonal projection onto {en}
+ , the orthogonal
complement of en in k. We have that
jEns] N
n
s e(u)=Oen, u(s)Pk e(Oen, q[0, s]u( · )Pk) é e(P +en u( · ))
=Es] Nse(Oen, u( · )Pk) é e(P +en u( · ))
=(Es] Ns é I) je(u).
Thus, letting EN denote the contraction from H0 to L2([0, t]; H0) that acts
on exponential vectors as (E Ne(v))(s)=Es] Nse(v), we see that
F t
0
||Ens] N
n
s h||
2 ds=F t
0
||(Es] Ns é I) jh||2 ds=||(EN é I) jh||2L2([0, t]; H0 ) é H1
which gives the inequality required. L
We have the product Itoˆ formula
Iab(F) I
c
z(G)=d
a
0I
0
b(FI
c
z(G))+d
0
zI
c
0(I
a
b(F) G)+dˆ
a
zI
c
b(FG), (35)
for a, b, c, z ¥ {0, 1, ..., N}, where dˆab is the Evans delta [7], which is 1 if a
and b are equal and non-zero, and 0 otherwise.
The method above may be used to show that the quantum stochastic
equation
U=U0+C
N
a=0
C
N
b=0
Iab(F
a
bU
1−aŒ) (36)
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has a unique solution such that U−U0 is W-adapted, if U0 ¥ L.loc is such
that U0−I is W-adapted and for all a, b ¥ {0, 1, ..., N} we have
Fab ¥ L2(2−aŒ−bŒ)
−1
loc, W . If U0=I then the solution is unitary if and only if
the driving coefficients satisfy Evans’s generalisation of the Hudson–
Parthasarathy unitarity conditions [7, Sect. 6], viz.
Fab+(F
b
a )
g+C
N
c=1
Fcb(F
c
a)
g=Fab+(F
b
a )
g+C
N
c=1
(Fbc )
g Fac=0 (37)
for all a, b ¥ {0, 1, ..., N}.
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